Index of Articles and Notices in N.S. Volumes 6-10

This index records the articles, reviews, lists, editorials, and lengthy notices within the 1991-1996 volumes of The East-Central Intelligencer (new series, vols. 5-10). During these years three number were issued--winter, spring, and fall,--with the exception of 1995 (vol. 9) when a double number replaced separate winter and spring numbers. The index was last compiled for n.s., vols. 1-5 and published in the May 1992 Intelligence.

Two indices follow, one by title and topic; the other by contributor. When titles were not sufficiently revealing, the article was indexed under a topic, rather than a title. Some cross-referencing occurs. Since our numbers do not have continuous pagination, the issue number has had to be included. The entry has the form volume number in arabic, issue number in lower-case roman, the year when reference shifts to a new volume, and then the page numbers. We've omitted mentioning the directory (in each spring issue), news of members, queries, and many short notices as of grants and meetings. When grants are mentioned, we usually give only the most recent accounts. Book reviews are indexed under the author's or editor's name in the titles' index and the reviewer's name in the contributors'. Most articles without authorial ascription were written by the editor. We hope the index makes back-issues more valuable--readers who have vols. 6-10 will be able to find quickly the names and addresses of many fellowships, journals, newsletters, and societies. But the index should also call attention to how consistently our newsletter has been a collaborative effort, "the collective farm of 18th-century newsletter," as we wrote in May 1992. In celebrating that cooperation, we noted that we now had 250 readers and our issues were regularly over 36 pages long. Those figures provide a good benchmark: we now have over 425 readers (including a dozen library subscriptions) and the issues have averaged over 50 pages the past three or four years. During that period the regular annual dues have remained at $10 ($5 for graduate students). Although budget cuts led to diminished Penn State funding in 1994-95, we began this period with $1000 in subsidies from various Penn State offices and concluded the period with $800. A few generous members have also made contributions to the Society's newsletter fund, which provides us with a cushion should a sudden loss of funding occur.

We hope that those who are new members, or old members who have never contributed to the newsletter, while reading over the title and topic index, will think of something they might contribute. Besides contacting the editor, you can discuss suggestions for articles on archival resources in the British Isles and on pedagogy with Linda Merians and for articles on French and German studies with Barbara Knauff (see the masthead.
We prefer articles in WordPerfect 5.1 or Microsoft Word for the IBM or Microsoft Word for Macintosh, and can translate as needed to turn the copy for the issue produced on WP5.1 into laser printed copy on a Macintosh at Penn State DuBois (All new series volumes have been printed by Commercial Job Printing of DuBois.) We are eager to review members' books to get the good news out to fellow members; however, we need authors to assist us in obtaining review copies. The newsletter is not copyright protected, and other newsletters in 18th-century studies do sometimes reprint articles and notes originating here.

Finally, some back issues of 1993-1996 issues remain, and members are welcome to purchase them for the price of postage from the editor (when more then one or two are requested, we ask for a modest donation to the newsletter fund). Both the Clark Library and Penn State University's Rare Books Department have complete runs of new series volumes 1-10, but most libraries have shelved our numbers for only three years (it would be useful to know if other libraries, like the Folger and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, have maintained back issues of the Intelligencer). Of course, the editor will gladly xerox and send out copies of particular articles.

American Academy in Rome, fellowships: 7.iii (1993), 44.
American Council of Learned Societies: grant deadlines: 7.i (1993), 42;

Archery, Ladies': see "Diana's"


"ASECs Capitol Fund Drive and Other Developments" [on the Shirley Bill Teaching fund and others as well; new home for ECS]: 7.i (1993), 23-26; [Annibel Jenkins Prize fund]: 8.iii (1994), 42; 10.iii (1996), above.


ASECs Teaching Competition: 7.iii (1993), 36; see "Teaching."


Austen, Jane: see "Fergus."

Baltimore, Library resources other than JHU: 7.iii, 3.


Bibliographical Society of Virginia: Occasional Publications
"Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris":  7.i (1993), 13-14; [guides to the library] 7.iii, 46; 8.iii (1994), 28; "Bibliothèque Nationale de France at Tolbiac" by Barbara Knauff, 10.iii (1996), above
Birkbeck College Library: 8.iii (1994), 27.
Bowers, Toni. The Politics of Motherhood: British Writing and Culture, 1680-1760 (1996); review by Ellen Moody, 10.iii, above.
Brown Women Writers Project: 7.ii (1993), 38
Burke, Edmund: see Beaconsfield; see "Notre Dame" and "O'Brien."


Canterbury Cathedral Library: 8.iii (1994), 26


"Diana's Votaries; or, the Fair Toxophilites," by Linda V. Troost: 10.i (1996), 9-15.


"Editors' Notes," by Edna L. Steeves [EN reduced by board from journal to newsletter], with note by Mr. Intelligencer on recent articles: 8.ii (1994), 27.


"Electronic Imaging and Eighteenth-Century Books" [on L.S.U. imaging project and consequences of imaging for libraries and scholarship], by Elaine B. Smyth: 8.i (1994), 21-27.

Electronic Texts in the Humanities, Center for, Princeton and Rutgers: 7.i (1993), 37.

E-mail, How to check it in London, by L. Merians: 9.iii (1995), 33.


"Female Tatler" [highlights in Paula Backscheider's "Recent


French Studies, diverse conferences, as on French short fiction, public space, etc., by Barbara Knauff: 10.ii (1996), 44-45.


History of the Book in Britain: see "Book History in the U.K." and [on History to be published] 7.iii (1993), 45.


Conference in Utah, 1995: 8.iii, 36.


Indexes: see "Early English Serials"; "First-Line" [Irish verse]; "Periodicals, British," and "Spaulding Sermon Index."

Institute for Advanced Studies, Princeton: 7.iii (1993), 44.


Irish Rebellion of 1798: 10.iii (1996), above.


Jackson, Mary V. Engines of Instruction, Mischief, and Magic: Children's Literature in England from Its Beginnings to 1839 (1989); review by Kathleen Kemmerer: 6.i (1992), 14-16.


[Johnson, Samuel] Re-Viewing Samuel Johnson [essays by Brijraj Singh and others]. Edited by Nalini Jain (1991); reviewed by K. J. H. Berland: 6.i (1992), 24-26; on Johnson, see also "Eddy"; "Vander Meulen and Tanselle."


Kelly, Christopher. Rousseau's Exemplary Life: The 'Confessions, as Political Philosophy (1987); reviewed (with another book on
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, painter:  see Yale Center for British Art.
Libraries:  indexed under their collections (see "Alice Marshall" and "Morrison"), names ("Lilly"), or, less often locations (as "Norwich").
"Library Notes" [survey of changes, photocopying, etc. at major U.K. libraries]:  8.iii (1994), 24-28; exhibitions, etc.:  10.i (1996), 55-58.
Marsh's Library:  see "Archbishop."
McMaster University Library, acquisition program for 18C British newspapers and periodicals:  6.iii (1992), 35.
Memorial Notes:  "Robert Adams Day, Jean H. Hagstrum, and Ann Messenger":  10.i (1996), 35-36; see also "Scouten" and "Steeves."
Monroe Museum & Library, James (Fredericksburg):  10.ii (1996),
53.
Multi-culturalism in academia: see The Spectator, No. 16.
National Humanities Center, fellowships: 7.iii (1993), 42.


Paine, Thomas: See "Fruchtman."


Peterson, Professor Spiro: see "Defoe Studies."


Poetry: see "First-Line" and "Research Tools."


Prizes: see Fellowships and Prizes.


Rare Books: see "Book Dealers."

Rare Books and Manuscript libraries: see Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University, Lilly Library, MHA, McMaster University; Philadelphia.


Revolutions War Records at Virginia S. Library: 10.iii (1996), above.


SCIPIO database: see "Auction and Booksellers' Catalogues."

Scott, Sarah, and Millenium Hall: see "Feminist Reflexivity."


**Short-Title Catalogue, Netherlands,** 1540-1800 (STCN), on line project at Koninklijke Bibliothek, reported in Factotum August 1992: 6.iii (1992), 40.


**South Sea Bubble Project,** web page: 10.ii (1996), 43-44.


**Spenser Townhouse at St. James Place,** London: 6.iii (1992), 34.


**Swift Conferences:** At Notre Dame, 1991: "Swiftly Among the


Toulouse, Libraries in: See "Researching the Eighteenth..."

Towson State U., Redoubtable Dons for the XVIIIth Century, by H. George Hahn: 10.ii (1996), 31; see EC/ASECS conferences--Towson.

Twynings Index of Bostonians from 1630 to 1800, at Massachusetts Historical Society: 7.iii (1993), 36.


Virginia History Library Net: see Monroe Museum.


Walpole Library, Lewis, programs/fellowships: 10.iii (1996), above


Contributors Index

7.iii, 22-23; 8.i (1994), 30-31; 8.ii, 14-15; 8.iii, 7-8;
10.iii (1996), above; see also co-author with Mell
Ebeling-Koning, Blanche T.: 10.iii, above
Elias, A. C., Jr.: 8.i (1994), 18-20; 8.iii, 5-6; 10.ii (1996),
26-27; 10.iii, above; see Kelly.
Fruchtman, Jack, Jr.: 6.i (1992), 1-3; 7.iii (1993), 1-2; with
G. Hahn, 7.i, 1-2;
Gamez, Luis: 6.iii (1992), 1-4;
Gilliom, Judy: see co-author Kelly.
Hahn, H. George: 10.ii (1996), 19-20; 10.ii, 31; see also
Fruchtman.
Hallock, Thomas: 10.i (1996), 33-34.
Hicks, Stephen: 6.ii (1992), 16-17.
Kaplan, Deborah: 6.iii (1992), 17-18;
Knauff, Barbara: 10.ii (1996), 44-45, 56; 10.iii, above
Moody, Ellen: 10, iii (1996), above.
Murphy, Brian T.: 7.ii (1993), 16-17.
Petschauer, Peter: (with Jim May) 7.1, 5-6.
Singh, Briraj: 10.1 (1996), 4-5;
Stewart-Robertson, Charles, with Kathleen Holcomb: 7.iii (1993), 8-10.